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AUTOMORPHISMS AND EQUIVALENCE IN VON

NEUMANN ALGEBRAS

ERLING ST0RMER

Let 5ft be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hubert
space £>. Let G be a group and let t-> Ut be a unitary repre-
sentation of G on ξ> such that C7?3tUi = 3t for all t e G. Two
projections E and F in ^t are called G-equivalent, written
E~GF, if there is for each ί e G an operator Tte$ϊ such
that E = Σteo TtTt, F = Σteσ UtTΐTtUt. The main results
in this paper state that this relation is indeed an equivalence
relation (Thm. 1), that "semi-finiteness" is equivalent to the
existence of a faithful normal semi-finite G-invariant trace on
$ΐ+ (Thm. 2), and that "finiteness" together with countable
decomposability of Sft is equivalent to the existence of a faith-
ful normal finite G-invariant trace on 5ft (Thm. 3).

There are two approaches which can be used to prove these
theorems. The most natural one would be to develop a comparison
theory for projections in 3ΐ and then to construct the traces. This
can be done by means of modifications and extensions of the theory
developed by Kadison and Pedersen [4]. The other approach, which
we shall follow, is to consider the cross product 3ΐ x G, and then
show that the canonical imbedding of 5ft into the von Neumann algebra
9t x G is close to being an isomorphism of 3Ϊ with the structure of
G-equivalence into 3ΐ x G with the usual equivalence relation between
projections.

Our main theorems form a link between von Neumann algebras
and ergodic theory. If G is the one element group the equivalence
relation ~0 reduces to the usual one defined by Murray and von
Neumann [8] for projections in a von Neumann algebra. We thus
obtain extensions of the theorems on existence of traces in finite and
semi-finite von Nemann algebras. If the von Neumann algebra 9ΐ is
abelian we show (Thm. 5), using theorems on the existence of invariant
measures, that the equivalence relation ~G is the same as the one
defined by Hopf [3] in ergodic theory. He showed that, with some
extra assumptions, "finiteness" of the partial ordering is equivalent
to the existence of an invariant nomal state. Later on the "semi-
finite" case was taken care of by Kawada [6] in a well ignored
paper, and then independently by Halmos [2]. Thus our theorems
are also generalizations of well known results on invariant measures.

We refer the reader to the book of Dixmier [1] for the theory of
von Neumann algebras. The author is indepted to the referee for
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several valuable comments.

2Φ Statements of results* In the present section we state the
main results and definitions. The proofs will be given in §3.

THEOREM 1. Let ϋϊ be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert
space ίg. Let G be a group and t—>Ut a unitary representation of
G on $ such that Ut^Ut = 3ΐ for all teG. If E and F are pro-
jections in 3Ϊ we write E~GF if for each teG there is an operator
Tte?H such that

E = ΣiTtTt*, F = ΣiUt*Tt*TtUt.
teG teG

Then ~ G is an equivalence relation on the projections in 3ΐ.

REMARK 1. If G is the one element group then the equivalence
relation ~G is the same as the usual equivalence relation ~ for pro-
jections in a von Neumann algebra.

REMARK 2. If G is the additive group of 3ΐ and the representa-
tion t—>Ut is the trivial representation, so Ut = I for teG, then the
equivalence relation ~G is the one defined by Kadison and Pedersen
[4, Def. A].

REMARK 3. If 3ΐ is abelian and countably decomposable the equi-
valence relation ~0 coincides with the one defined by Hopf [3] in
ergodic theory. For this see Theorem 5 and Remark 6.

REMARK 4. If E and F are equivalent projections in 3Ϊ, i.e. there
is a partial isometry Ve 5R such that E= VV*, F= F*F, then E~GF.
This is clear from the definition of ~G, putting Te — V, Tt = 0 for
t Φ e.

DEFINITION 1. With notation as in Theorem 1 we say two pro-
jections E and F in 9Ϊ are G-equivalent if E ~GF. We write E<GF
if E ~GF0^ F. A projection F is said to be ~ G-finite if E ^ F and
E~GF implies E = F. 3ΐ is said to be ~G-finite if the identity
operator / is ~G-finite. 3ΐ is said to be ~ G-semi-finite if every non-
zero projection in 3ΐ majorizes a nonzero ~^-finite projection.

THEOREM 2. With notation as in Theorem 1 there exists a faith-
ful normal semi-finite G-invariant trace on 3ΐ+ if and only if 3ΐ is
~ G-semi-finite.

THEOREM 3. With notation as in Theorem 1 there exists a faith-
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ful normal finite G-invariant trace on 5ft if and only if 5ft is ~G-
finite and countably decomposable.

3* Proofs. We first introduce some notation and follow [1, Ch.
I, §9] closely. Following the notation in Theorem 1 5ft acts on a
Hubert space φ, G is a group, considered as a discrete group, and
t—>Ut is a unitary representation of G on § such that U*%ΪUt = 5ft
for all teG. For teG let §t be a Hubert space of the same dimen-
sion as £> and Jt an isometry of !Q onto $&t. Let | ) = ΣteG Θ &• We
write an operator R e S3(|))—the bounded operators on |)—as a matrix
(Rs,t)s,te9, where Rs,t = J,*RJt e S3(£)• For each Γe5ft let Φ(Γ) denote
the element in S3(|>) with matrix (R8,t), where R8tt = 0 if s Φ t, and
Es s = T for all seG. Then Φ is a ^-isomorphism of 5ft onto a von
Neumann subalgera 5ft of S3(|)) For yeG let i7y be the operator in
S3(|>) with matrix (Rs,t), where RSyt — 0 if st"1 Φ y, Rytyt — Uy for all
teG. Then (see [1, Ch. I, §9]) y—> Uy is a unitary representation of
G on Hi such that

U*Φ{T)Uy = Φ(UyTUy) , yeG,Te$ί.

If S3 denotes the von Neumann algebra generated by 5ft and the
Uy, yeG, then each operator in 58 is represented by a matrix (i2β>ί)
where Rs,t = T.t-iUβt-i, Tτ

sί-i6 5R.
We denote by 5Ri? the von Neumann subalgebra of 5ft consisting

of the G-invariant operators in 5ft9 & shall denote the center of 5ft,
and 3) shall denote £ Π 5ftG. Whenever we write P ~ Q for two pro-
jections in S3 we shall mean they are equivalent as operators in S3,
i.e. there is a partial isometry FeS3 such that F F * = P, F * F = Q,
and we shall not consider P and Q as equivalent in a von Neumann
subalgebra of S3. The next lemma includes Theorem 1 and shows
more, namely that ~ ^-equivalence is the same as equivalence in S3.

LEMMA 1. Let E and F be projections in 5ft. Then E~GF if
and only if Φ(E) ~ Φ{F). Hence ~ G is an equivalence relation on
the projections 5ft.

Proof. S u p p o s e E ~GF. T h e n for e a c h teG t h e r e is Tt e 5ft s u c h
t h a t

E = Σ TtTt* , F = Σ Ut*Tt*TtUt .
teG teG

Then we have

Φ(E) = Σ φ(τtτtη = Σ φ{τt)Φ{τtγ
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and

Φ(F) = Σ #(Ut* Tt* Tt Ut) = Σ Ut*Φ(Tt* Tt) Ut

Thus by a result of Kadison and Pedersen [4, Thm. 4.1] Φ{E) ~ Φ(F).
Conversely assume Φ{E) ~ Φ(F). Then there is a partial isometry

Fe23 such that VV* = Φ(E), V*V = Φ(F). Say V = (Tst-ιU8t-ι).
Then an easy calculation shows

E = ΣTtTt*, F = ΣUt*Tt*TtUt,
teG teG

hence E~GF. The proof is complete.

LEMMA 2. Let S = (T8t-xUst-i) belong to the center of S3. Then
for each seG we have
(i) TTS = T8U8TU? for all Te$l,
(ii) Tsy = U*TysUy for all yeG.
In particular Te e ®. Furthermore, if Re® then Φ(R) belongs to
the center of S3.

Proof. Let Γe9ΐ. Then

(ΓIV.EΓ.r-i) = Φ(T)S = SΦ(T) = {Tst-,Ust-,TUt8-,Ust-,) ,

and (i) follows. Let yeG. Then an easy computation shows

(I^-v-iET.,-!) = SUy = UyS = (UyTy-ιst-iU*Ust-ι) .

Replacing y by y"1 and letting t = e, (ii) follows. By (i) TeT = TTe,
so Γ eeK. By (ii) if s = y~ι we find Te = U*TeUy, so Tee3ΐG, hence
ΓeG®.

Finally let Re®, and let S' - (Sst-iUst-i) e35. Then we have

Φ W - (RS.t-iU.t-i) - (S^RU^)

= (S8t-iUst-,R) =S'Φ(R),

hence Φ(R) belongs to the center of 93. The proof is complete.

LEMMA 3. Let E be a projection in 3ΐ. Let DE be the smallest
operator in 5) majorizing E. Then DE is a projection, and Φ{DE) is
the central carrier of Φ(E) in S3.

Proof. Since 2) is an abelian von Neumann algebra its positive
operators form a complete lattice under infs and sups. Thus DE —
g.i.b.fA e ®: E ^ A ^ I}, and DE is well defined. Since E ^ DE and
both operators commute we have E = E2 ^ DE. But DE ^ /, so DE ^
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DE. Hence by minimality of DE, DE = D%, so it is a projection. By
Lemma 2 Φ(DE) is a central projection in 33, hence if CΦ(E) denotes the
central carrier of Φ(E) in 33, then Φ(DE) ^ CΦ{E). Now let CΦ{E) =
(Γ5ί-i?7sί-i). By Lemma 2 T e e ® , and since σΦ(JS., ^ Φ(E), Te ^ # . By
definition of DE, Te ^ DE. But Φ(Z^) ̂ C ^ , , so DE^Te, hence Γe =
JD^ The operator Φ{DE) — CΦ{E) is positive and has zeros on the main
diagonal. Therefore it is 0, and Φ(DE) — CΦ(E) as asserted.

LEMMA 4. Let E be a projection in 91. Let CE be its central
carrier in 3ΐ, and let DE be as in Lemma 3. Then DE — DCE.

Proof. Since E ^ CE, DE ^ DCJE. But DE e (£ and DE ^ # , hence
DJS ̂  C^. Therefore by definition of DCE, DE ^ DCE, and they are
equal.

LEMMA 5. Let E be a countably decomposable projection in 9ΐ.
Then Φ{E) is countably decomposable in S3.

Proof. Let x be a vector in 2£φ. Then a? considered as a vector
ίn Σ ί e ^ Θ Φ * belongs to φ β . Let F be the support of ωx in E$ϊE.
Then i*7 is countably decomposable, and ωx is a faithful normal state
of F$iF. Let {jPaJαej be an orthogonal family of projections in S3
such that Σt**jF« = ®(F)- Let F α - (T8«t-iUst-i). Then F α ̂  Φ(F), so
ϊ7/ ^ F, hence Te

a e F^F. Furthermore, since x e $e, ωx{Fa) = ωx(Te

a).
Thus we have

1 - ωx(F) - ωx(Φ(F)) = Σ G>.(Fβ) = Σ o>.(Tf) .

Therefore o)x(Te

a) = 0 except for a countable number of α e J . But
then TV" = 0 and hence Fa = 0 except for a countable number of α e
/ . Thus Φ(F) is countably decomposable in 23. Now i? is a countable
sum of orthogonal cyclic projections, hence Φ(E) is a countable sum
of orthogonal countably decomposable projections. Hence Φ(E) is
countably decomposable. The proof is complete.

DEFINITION 2. We say a projection E in 3ΐ is ~G-abelian if E%ϊE=
E®.

Clearly a — ̂ -abelian projection is abelian.

LEMMA 6. There is a projection P e S ) such that there exists a
~ Q-abelian projection E :g P with DE — P, and I — P has no nonzero
~G-abelian subprojection.

Proof. Partially order the ^^-abelian projections in 3ί by E < F
if E ^ F and DF-E <> I - DE. Then in particular DEF = £7. Let {.#«}
be a totally ordered set of ^^-abelian projections, and let E — sup Ea,
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so Ea—>E strongly. Then

ΌEE = DEa lim Eβ = lim DEββ = Ea ,
β>a β>a

hence if Ae$i then

EAEDEa = EaAEa = AaEa ,

where AΛeSXD5α. Now it is well known that if Qa is an increasing
net of projections, and Qa —* Q strongly, then CQa-+CQ strongly. Thus

Φ{DE) = CΦiEn) — CΦ{E) = Φ φ * )

by Lemma 3, hence DEa —* Z^ strongly. The same argument also
shows

DE^Ea = lim D ^ _ S α ^1 - DEa.
β>a H

Thus # = E(I - DEa) + Ea, and since Aα = AaDE(χ we have EAEDEa =
AaE e EΊ). Since A,α -* Z>̂  it follows that EAE = limβ EAEDEa e 2?SD.
Therefore J57 is ^^-abelian. Now let ^ b e a maximal ^^-abelian pro-
jection in 3ΐ. Let P = D^. Suppose F is a ^^-abelian subprojection
of / - P. Then £7 + F is -G-abelian. Indeed, if Ae3ΐ then there
are A# e JD^S) and A^ e D F ® such that

= EAE + F A F - J^A £ + FAF

= (E+ F){AE + AF) e(E+

Thus 2? + JP is ^^-abelian. Since E < £7 + F, the maximality of 1?
implies F = 0. The proof is complete.

Thus in order to prove Theorems 2 and 3 we may consider two
cases separately, namely the case when 3ΐ has a -^-abelian projection
£7 with DE = I, and the case when 9ΐ has no nonzero ~£ abelian pro-
jection. We first treat the case with a ^^-abelian projection.

LEMMA 7. Let E be a ~G-abelίan projection in 9ΐ. Then CE is
not G-equivalent to a proper central subprojection. Furthermore if
Q is a central projection such that Q ^ CE then Q = DQCE.

ProofΌ Let Q be as in the statement of the lemma. Since E is
— s-abelian there is an operator D e ® such that QE = DE, hence,
since JSK ~ CE&, Q = QCE - DCE, and D ^ Q. By definition of DQ,
D ^ DQ. But DQ ^ Q, so Q = QC* ^ UQC^ ^ DC S = Q, so that Q =
iίρC^. Now suppose P is a projection in (£ such that P ^ CE and
P~GCE. Then in particular by Lemma 1 Φ(P) — Φ(CE), so they have
the same central carrier in S3, hence DP = DCE = DE by Lemma 4.
By the preceding, P = DPCE = C^. The proof is complete.
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LEMMA 8. Let E be a ~G-abelian projection in 3ί Let Q be a
central projection orthogonal to CE. Then if CE and CE + Q are G-
equivalent relative to (£, i.e. the operators Tt defining the equivalence
belong to (£, then Q = 0.

Proof. Let P = CE and assume P ~GP + Q relative to (£. Then

since K is abelian, for each teG there is At e (£+ such t h a t P =

Σteo At,P+Q = ΣteG U? AtUt. Since E& = J5® and P<£ ~ E&, we
have P<£ = P®. Since A* ^ P there is A e ®+ such that A, = PDt.
Thus we have

ΣPDt = P = P(P+ Q) =Σ PUt*AtUt

= Σ PUt*PDtUt = Σ PDtUt*PUt .

Now PDtUt*PUt ^ P A for all ί, hence we have PDtUt*PUt = PDt

for all £. Let Et denote the range projection of Dt. Then Et e 3).
Since υ?PUtPΌt = PDt, Ό?PΌtPEt = PEt. Thus Ut*PUt ^ P ^ , and
thus Ut*PEt TJt = Ut*PUtEt ̂  PEt. Consequently PEt ^ E^P^ Ut*. By
Lemma 7 P = C£ is—^-finite relative to K, hence so is PEt. Therefore
PEt = UtPEtUt*, and Ut*PEtUt = PEt. Therefore we have

Ut*AtUt = Ut*PDtUt = Ut*PEtUtDt = PEtDt = PDt = At ,

and P = P + Q, so that Q = 0. The proof is complete.

LEMMA 9. Suppose E is a ~G-abelian projection in 9R with DE =
/. Then 3ί is of type I, and there exists a faithful normal semi-
finite G-invariant trace on 3ΐ+.

Proof. Since E is abelian CEΐR is of type I. Since every ^auto-
morphism of 9ΐ preserves the type I portion of 91, and DE = I, 3ΐ is
of type /.

E is a sum of orthogonal cyclic projections Ea. If we can show
the lemma for each Ea then it holds for E. Therefore we may assume
E is cyclic, say E = [Wx]. Then ωx is faithful on E9ΪE, hence faithful
on #(£. If A ^ 0 belongs to CE& and ωx(A) = 0, then 0 = α)β(J^A),
so £Ά = 0. Hence A = AC* = 0. Thus ω, is faithful on CE&, so
CE is a countably decomposable projection in K.

We shall now apply the previous theory to SI = (£ x G instead
of S3 = 3ΐ x G. We use the same notation as before. By Lemma 7
CE is — ̂ -finite. If CE = DE — I then by Lemma 7 (£ = ®, and it is
trivial that there exists a faithful normal semi-finite G-invariant trace
on K+. Assume CE Φ I. Then there is s e G such that US*CEUS Φ CE.
Since by Lemma 7 C^ is —^-finite, and U*CEU8 ~GCEy U*CEUS is not
a subprojection of CE. Thus Q = U?CEUS{I - CE) Φ 0. Since CE is
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countably decomposable, so is Q, and hence CE + Q. By Lemma 5
Φ(CE + Q) is countably decomposable in 2t. Since / = DE ^ DCE + Q,
the central carriers of Φ{CE) and 0(C^ + Q) are by Lemma 3 equal
to I. If Φ(Cy is properly infinite then by [1, Ch. Ill, §8, Cor. 5]
Φ(CE) ~ Φ{CE + Q), so by Lemma 1 CE ~GCE + Q, contradicting Lemma
8. Thus Φ{CE) is not properly infinite, and there is a nonzero central
projection P in 3t such that PΦ(CE) is nonzero and finite. Since the
central carrier of Φ(CE) is I, P% is semi-finite. Let φ be a normal
semi-finite trace on 2t+ with support P such that <P(Φ(CE)) < oo. For
A G £ + define τ(A) = φ(Φ(A)). Then r is a normal G-invariant trace
because τ(U?AU8) = <p(U*Φ(A)ϋ.) = <p(Φ(A)) = τ(A). Since τ(CE)< oo
and D ^ = /, τ is semi-finite, hence τ is a normal semi-finite G-invariant
trace on (£+. Let D be the support of τ. Then 0 ^ Z> € ®. Now
apply the preceding to (I — D)(£ and E(I — D), and use Zorn's lemma
to obtain a family Da of orthogonal projections in ® ^with sum /,
and a normal semi-finite G-invariant trace τa of E+ with support Όa.
Let r = Σ r α . Then r is a faithful normal semi-finite G-invariant
trace on (£+.

Now since 3ΐ is of type I there is a faithful normal center valued
trace f on 5R+ such that U?ψ{UsAU*)Us = ψ<A) for each SG G, Ae
3ΐ+, see [11, p. 3] Then τoψ is a faithful normal semi-finite G-
invariant trace on 3Ϊ+, see [1, Ch. Ill, §4, Prop. 2]. The proof is
complete.

LEMMA 10. Suppose 3Ϊ is ~ G-semί-finite and there are no non-
zero ~G-abelian projections in 9Ϊ. Then there is a faithful normal
semi-finite G-invariant trace on 9ΐ+.

Proof. Let E be a nonzero countably decomposable ^
projection in 3ΐ. Since E is not ^-abelian there is a projection He
EIRE such that H Φ EDH. Let F = H + (I - !>*)#. Then F ^ £/,
F ^ J&, and ί)^ = DH + (I - DH)DE = JD^. Φ(F) is not properly infinite
in 33. Indeed, if it were, then since Φ(E) is countably decomposable
by Lemma 5, [1, Ch. Ill, §8, Cor. 5] would imply Φ{F) — Φ(E), hence
by Lemma 1, F ~G E, contradicting the ^^-finiteness of E* Therefore
there is a nonzero central projection P in S3 such that PΦ(F) is
finite and nonzero. Thus PΦ(DE)$8 = PΦ(Df)^& is semi-finite and non-
zero. Let φ be a normal semi-finite trace on S3 with support PΦ{DE)
such that <P(ΦCF)) < ^o. For A G 9 Ϊ + define τ(A) = <?>(Φ(A)). As in
the proof of Lemma 9 τ is a normal G-invariant trace on 3ΐ+. Since
r(.F) < oo there is a nonzero central projection Q in 3ΐ such that r
is faithful and semi-finite on Q9ΐ [1, Ch. I, §6, Cor, 2]. Since τ is
G-invariant Qe®. Now a Zorn's Lemma argument completes the
proof just as in Lemma 9.
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Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 6 there is a projection P e 35
such that there exists a ^^-abelian projection EePϋt with DE = P,
and I — P has no nonzero ^-abelian subprojection. By Lemma 9
there is a faithful normal semi-finite G-invariant trace τι on P9ΐ+.
If 3ΐ is ^-semi-finite then by Lemma 10 there is a faithful normal
semi-finite G-invariant trace r2 on (I — P)3ΐ+. Thus τ = τt + r2 is a
faithful normal semi-finite G-invariant trace on 3ΐ+.

Conversely assume there exists a faithful normal semi-finite G-
invariant trace r on 3ΐ+. Suppose j£ is a projection in 3ΐ such that
τ(E) < oo. Since E~GF implies r(J£) = r(F) it is clear that j£ is
^^-finite. Thus 3ΐ is -^-semi-finite. The proof is complete.

LEMMA 11. Suppose E is countably decomposable and 3ΐ is ~G-
finite. Then there is a faithful normal finite G-invariant trace on

m.

Proofo Since $ί is ^^-finite 3ϊ is in particular finite. By [1, Ch.
Ill, §4, Thm, 3] there is a unique center valued trace ψ on 91 which
is the identity on K. By uniqueness ψ is G-invariant, so if r is a
faithful normal finite G-invariant trace on (£, then rof is one on 5ft.
Therefore we may assume Sft = &. Now there exists a projection
P e ® such that P(£ = P®, and G is freely acting on (1 - P)K, i.e.
for each projection E Φ 0 in (/ — P)K there is a nonzero subprojec-
tion F of E and s e G such that U*FUS £ I ~ F, see eβg, [5] Since
I is countably decomposable, so is P, and there is a faithful normal
state on PS, hence a faithful normal finite G-invariant trace on P(£.
We may thus assume G is freely acting. Let F be a nonzero projec-
tion in £ and s an element in G such that U*FUS ^ I — F. Let
E = I - F. Then Z^ = I, and F <GE. As in the proof of Lemma
10 Φ(E) is not properly infinite, so we can choose a central projection
PΦ 0 in 33 such that PΦ(E) is finite. Since F <GE, Φ{F) < Φ(E),
by Lemma 1, hence PΦ(F) < PΦ{E), so PΦ(F) is finite. Thus P =
PΦ(jEr) + PΦ(F) is finite in 93, and PS3 is finite. Since I is countably
decomposable in (£(=3t) Φ(J) is countably decomposable in 33 by
Lemma 5, hence so is P. Therefore by [1, Ch. I, §6, Prop. 9] there
is a faithful normal finite trace ψ on P33. Then τ defined by τ(A) =
φ{Φ{A)) is a normal finite G-invariant trace on (£ with support D Φ 0
in ®. A Zorn's Lemma argument now gives a family τa of normal
finite G-invariant traces on (£ with orthogonal supports Da in SX
Since I is countably decomposable the family {τa} is countable, and
by multiplying each τa by a convenient positive scalar we may assume
X τa(Da) = 1. Thus if r = Σ r«> ^ e n ^ is a faithful normal finite
G-invariant trace on (X. The proof is complete.
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Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose there is a faithful normal finite
G-in variant trace τ on 3ΐ. Then I is ~G-finite, for if E is a projec-
tion in di which is G-equivalent to / then τ(E) = τ(I), hence τ(I—E) = 0,
hence / — E = 0, since τ is faithful. Thus 9ΐ is — ̂ -finite. Again
since τ is faithful, its support I is countably decomposable, i e. 9ΐ is
countably decomposable. The converse follows from Lemma 11.

COROLLARY. If 3Ϊ is ~G-semi-finite then 33 is semi-finite. If 9ΐ
is ~G-finite and there is an orthogonal family of countably decom-
posable projections in 2) with sum I, then 33 is finite.

Proof. If 9ΐ is .^^-semi-finite, then by Theorem 2 there is a
faithful normal semi-finite G-invariant trace on 3ΐ. Thus there is a
faithful normal semi-finite trace on 33 by [1, Ch. I, §9, Prop. 1],
hence S3 is semi-finite. If P is a projection in 3) then by Lemma 2
Φ(P) is a central projection in 33. Thus in order to show the last
part of the corollary we may assume I is countably decomposable.
Then by Theorem 3 there is a faithful normal finite G-invariant trace
on 3ΐ, hence by [1, Ch. I, §9, Prop. 1] there is a normal finite trace
on 33, so 33 is finite. The proof is complete.

REMARK 5. G. K. Pedersen has pointed out that the corollary
can be sharpened. Indeed one can show that if E is a projection in
3ΐ then E is ~G-finite if and only if Φ{E) is finite in 33. In particular
3ΐ is — ̂ -finite if and only if 33 is finite.

4* 6?-fϊnite von Neumann algebras* Let notation be as in
Theorem 1. Following [7] we say 3ΐ is G-finite if there is a family
^~ of normal G-invariant states which separate 3ΐ+, i.e. if A € 3ΐ+,
and Q)(A) = 0 for all ω e ^ 7 then A = 0. For semi-finite von Neumann
algebras it would be natural to compare this concept with those
of ^G-finite and ^^-semi-finite. Since a ^^-finite von Neumann
algebra is necessarily finite we cannot expect a G-finite semi-finite
von Neumann algebra to be ^G-finite. We say G acts ergodically on
© if ®( = (£ Π 3^) is the scalars.

THEOREM 4. Let 9ΐ be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra acting
on a Hilbert space § . Let G be a group and t-+Ut a unitary repre-
sentation of G on ξ> such that UfίftUt = 91 for all teG. Assume
either that G acts ergodically on the center of 9ΐ or the center is ele-
mentwise fixed under G. Then 3ΐ is G-finite if and only if there is
a faithful normal semi-finite G-invariant trace τ on 3ΐ+ and an
orthogonal family {Ea} of G-invariant projections in 3ΐ with sum I
and τ(Ea) < oo for each a.
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Proof. Assume 9ΐ is G-finite. Suppose first that G acts ergodi-
cally on the center K of 91, and suppose ω is a faithful normal
G-invariant state on 3ΐ, Then by [11] there is a faithful normal semi-
finite G-invariant trace on 3ΐ+, hence by Theorem 2 3ΐ is ^^-semi-finite.
In general, by Zorn's Lemma there is a family {ωa} of normal G-
invariant states with orthogonal supports Ea such that ^Ea — I.
Then each Ea is G-invariant, and by the first part of the proof EJΆEa

is ~£-semi-finiteβ In particular, Ea is the sup of an increasing net
of ~£-finite projections. Let F be a projection in 3ΐ, We show F
has a nonzero ~£-finite subprojection. By the above considerations
there are Ea and a ~G-finite subprojection Fa of Ea such that CF<F Φ
0. Let F1 — CFaF. Then there is a nonzero subprojection Fo of F±

such that Fo ^ Fa. Say FQ ~ Ga ^ Fa. Since Fa is ~G-finite, so is
Ga. Indeed, if Ga~GH<^ Ga then by Lemma 1 Φ(Ga) ~ Φ(H), hence
Φ(Fa) = Φ(Ga) + Φ(Fa - Ga) ~ Φ(H) + Φ(Fa - Ga), so again by Lemma
1, Fa~GH + Fa- Ga, so that H = Ga by finiteness of Fa. Thus Ga

is ^^-finite. Since Ga is in particular finite there is by [1, Ch. Ill,
§2, Prop, 6] a unitary operator Ue9ϊ such that UF^U~ι = Ga. But
then Fo is -^-finite, for if F0~GF2<> Fo then UF2U~ι - F2 ~G Ga,
so by transitivity VFJJ~γ ~G Ga. Since TJFJJ"1 ̂  Gα, they are equal
by finiteness of Ga, so F2 ~ Fo, and Fo is — ̂ -finite. Therefore the
projection F has a nonzero ~G-finite subprojection Fo, and 3ΐ is ^^-semi-
finite.

Next assume (£ = ®. Then every normal semi-finite trace on 3ΐ+

is G-invariant [10, Cor. 2,2], so there exists a faithful normal semi-
finite G-invariant trace on 9ΐ+, hence by Theorem 2, 3Ϊ is ^^-semi-finite.

Let by Theorem 2 τ be a faithful normal semi-finite G-invariant
trace on 3ί+ Let {ωa} be as before with orthogonal supports {Ea}.
Then there is a positive self-adjoint operator Ha e L1^, τ) affiliated
with 3^ such that ωa(T) = τ(HaT) for Γe3ί, see e.g. [1, Ch. I, §6,
no. 10]. Let E be a spectral projection of Ha with τ(E) < ooβ Then
E is G-invariant. A Zorn's Lemma argument now gives an orthogonal
family of G-invariant projections in 9ί with sum / and finite trace.

Conversely assume 3Ϊ has a faithful normal semi-finite G-invariant
trace T and an orthogonal family {Ea} of nonzero G-invariant projec-
tions with sum / such that τ(Ea) < oo. Let ca = τ(Ea)~\ and let
ωa(T) = caτ(EaT). Then {ωa} is a separating family of normal G-
invariant states on 3ΐ, hence 3ϊ is G-finite. The proof is complete.

The above theorem is probably true without the assumptions of
the action of G on (S. A direct proof of this would be quite interesting.

5* Abelian von Neumann algebras* Assume 3ΐ is an abelian
von Neumann algebra acting on a Hubert space φ. Let G be a group
and suppose t -+ Ut is a unitary representation of G on £ such that
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UftR Ut =fR for all t e G. We say two projections E and F in 9ΐ are
equivalent in the sense of Hopf and write E~HF if there are an
orthogonal family of projections {Ea}aeJ in 3ΐ and taeG, for α e J ,
such that E = Σ*Ea, F = ̂ Ut*aEaUta. Since each UζEaUta is a
projection, and their sum is a projection, they are all mutually
orthogonal. Since we can collect the Ea's for which ta coincide the
definition of equivalence in the sense of Hopf is equivalent to the
existence of an orthogonal family of projections {Et}teG in 3ΐ such
that E = Σ ί e G Et, F = Σ«eβ ϋi*-St #i This equivalence was introduced
by Hopf [3] Just as for ^ β we define ~H-finite, ^^-semi-finite,
and <H. Note that if E ~HF as above, if we let Tt = Et, then
E = ΣiTtTt*, F = ΣιUt*Tt*TtUt, so E~GF. If we assume 9ΐ is
countably decomposable, we shall now prove the converse via a proof
which makes use of the known results on invariant measures if 3ΐ
is ^jy-finite and ~ίrsemi-finite. A direct proof would be more
desirable.

THEOREM 5. Assume 3ΐ is countably decomposable, and let nota-
tion be as above. Then two projections E and F inίH are G-equivalent
if and only if they are equivalent in the sense of Hopf.

Outline of proof. It remains to be shown that if E ~GF then
E ~HF. Assume E ~GF. By Lemma 1 Φ{E) ~ Φ(F), so they have
the same central carrier C. By Lemma 3 Φ(DE) — C = Φ(DF), so
DE = DF. Suppose first E and F are such that EP and FP are
^^-infinite for all nonzero projections PeS). In a von Neumann
algebra two properly infinite countably decomposable projections with
the same central carries are equivalent [1, Ch. Ill, §8, Cor. 5]. Using
the comparison theory for 9ΐ with the Hopf ordering <H, as developed
in [6], see also [9], we can modify the proof of the quoted result
for von Neumann algebras, to show E~HF. If E is ~#-finite
then since DE ~- DF, we may assume 3ΐ is ~H-semi-finite, so by [6]
there is a faithful normal semi-finite G-invariant trace τ on 9Ϊ+ such
that τ(E) < °°. From the comparison theorem on 3ΐ [6, Lem. 16],
or [9, Lem. 2.7], there exist two orthogonal projections P and Q in
® with sum I such that PE <HPF and QF <H QE. Since PE ~GPF
we have τ(PE) = τ(PF). But if a proper subprojection Fo of PF is
such that PE ~HF0 then τ{PE) = τ(FQ) < τ(PF) = τ(PE), a contradic-
tion. Thus PE ~H PF, and similary QE~H QF. Thus E ~HF, and
the proof is complete.

REMARK 6. Theorem 5 is undoubtably true without the assump-
tion that 9ΐ is countably decomposable. If E is ~H-fϊnite then it
is still possible to find r as above. If E is ^^-infinite the above
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proof works as long as E is countably decomposable. Otherwise
the theorem seems to be more difficult to prove, cf. proof of [4,
Thm. 4.1].
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